














Government or any public sector body would make a singular benefit available only to Prestwick or 
make a benefit available on an artificially selective basis in order to target Prestwick.  Any private 
sector business plan would assume the necessity of having funds available for improvement 
capex.  In a turnaround situation like this one, a private sector business plan would also build in 
ongoing support, such as the Airport has been receiving from Infratil, to continue operations until 
the turnaround plans can be implemented.  If these are all reasonable from a private sector 
perspective, they should not be an issue under the MEIP. 
  
Although I have not seen the detail of the Haines Watts modelling, it would appear that changes in 
these fundamental assumptions would substantially close or eliminate the current viability gap given 
the evidence of growth generated from the removal of a relatively modest tax in Ireland and the 
stated intention of Ryanair in the event of similar moves in Scotland. 
  
The viability outcome of these limiting assumptions appears to be being compounded by highly 
conservative assumptions around passenger growth and land development opportunities. 
  
As agreed at the meeting, I have spent time this afternoon with the Management Team at Prestwick 
and worked through passenger growth assumptions and further opportunities.  It was clarified that 
the passenger numbers included in the draft base model are Haines Watt assumptions.  The sheet 
provided by Management took these HW numbers and converted the implied growth into specific 
route assumptions to provide a robust base upon which to build realistic growth in response to 
initiatives such as capital expenditure.  Accordingly, contrary to the indications at the meeting, the 
HW numbers as presented do not include any of the growth described by Management as being 
achievable (even without APD or RDF support). 
  
I believe it was acknowledged at the meeting that, as a result of the above, the single scenario in the 
HW model being described as a "base case" is in fact a very conservative "do nothing" or "status 
quo" case.  
  
The challenge then made was that Management's initiatives rely on Government support.  We 
recognise that direct Government support in the form of special Prestwick only state measures 
which a private sector purchaser could not supply or, as indicated above, state measures which were 
applied selectively or in a way which meant Prestwick got favourable treatment would not be 
allowable.  However, we do think it is entirely compatible with MEIP to make the assumptions that 
the private sector would make about Government policy issues which are or would be available to 
the private sector generally.  In any event, we also noted that the Government's commercial advisers 
do not appear to have generated or incorporated any initiatives into the business plan, which is 
inconsistent with a private sector approach to the acquisition of a struggling business. 
  
I have worked with the Management team this afternoon to identify, within the constraints under 
which HW are operating, initiatives that would materially improve viability.  The two initiatives that 
have been identified and quantified are: 
  
1 The outsourcing of handling and the separation of handling from the Ryanair contract 

beyond the current contract period; and  
  
2 An airport funded scheme to incentivise incremental passenger growth based on the 

economics observable from the recent Irish growth. 
  
The first initiative addresses a historical anomaly with Prestwick being one of the only airports that 
provides handling. In the discussion of Ryanair charges beyond the current contract period, 



Management understands that HW (and/or its sub-consultants) has taken a benchmarked approach 
to acceptable charge level.  Approximately £2 per passenger is a low charge, but almost certainly 
does not factor in the provision of handling by comparable airports.  It is Management's view that a 
sound strategy and feasible outcome of the contract renegotiation would be to outsource the 
handling function (with Ryanair contracting directly with the handler) and retaining the low current 
per passenger fee.  Over a 10 year period, the present value impact of these cost savings looks to be 
around £9m (£11m when combined with the growth in initiative 2, below). 
  
In the absence of any Government support, it would still be value enhancing for the airport to 
incentivise growth described in Management's RDF initiatives.  Using the Irish €3 as a benchmark 
(with Shannon as a comparable style airport), a programme of incentivisation based on an industry 
standard 3 year declining incentive of £5/£3/£1 could be expected to drive incremental growth of 
roughly the volume outlined by management for external RDF support.  Over a 10 year period, 
Management has estimated a present value benefit of around £11m from the current base. 
(incorporating the outsourced handling initiative in the cost assumptions) 
  
Therefore, over a 10 year period the total present value savings from the current base for initiatives 
1 and 2 is ~£22m. 
  
Of course, these numbers have been put together quickly and, without access to the HW model, 
have been analysed in stand-alone simplified spreadsheets.  I would suggest that a next step be HW 
meeting again with Management to run through these initiatives and for the outcome of this 
discussion to be incorporated into the HW case(s). 
  
As detailed above, it appears that there are a number of ways to materially improve the current 
acquisition case. I remain willing and keen to work with you and your team to explore these 
improvements.  I would also ask that the application of the MEIP to the assumptions that can 
properly be included in the business plan be re-considered. 
  
I note that PWC was provided with a further explanation of the HW modelling assumptions and a 
print-out of the key financial inputs and outputs.  We will review these in more detail during the 
course of the next day or two and revert with any comments or suggestions. 
  
Best regards  
  
Steve 
  
  

 
Steven Fitzgerald 
Executive Director  •  H.R.L. Morrison & Co Limited 
Level 40, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia 
T  +  M  +   
www.HRLMorrison.com 
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6. SPA  
 
McClures / Infratil to review latest draft provided by MacRoberts  
McClures / Infratil / MacRoberts to hold call today (PM) to discuss key points following McC / Infratil 
review  
Principals / advisors meeting to be arranged for Monday following discussions held this afternoon  
 
 
7. Tax Covenant  
 
McClures / Infratil to review and revert to MacRoberts asap (likely to be over the weekend)  
 
 
8. Electricity and Gas  
 
PwC to discuss with management and revert with update + highlight any information required from TS  
 
 
9. Working Capital  
 
PwC / Deloitte to discuss normalised working capital analysis  
 
 
 
 
 





9. Working Capital

PwC / Deloitte to continue with WC discussions 

10. AOB





 
 
9. Working Capital  
 
PwC / Deloitte to continue with WC discussions  
 
 
10. Annoucements  
 
TS / Infratil to provide update on approach to be taken for announcing the deal  
 
 
11. AOB  
McClures to send draft transitional agreement with MSE to Infratil for review before sending draft 
version to MacRoberts  
McClures to prepare marked-up draft disclosure letter to incorporate MacRoberts comments to date  
 
 
 







Timeline of events/meetings/communications between Infratil and 
Scottish Government Oct-Nov 2013. Provided in Dec 2013 

2nd October 2013 Briefing sent from John Nicholls to DFM ahead of the DFM’s 
phone call with Mark Bogoievski, Infratil.  

3rd October 2013 John Nicholls sent an email which provided a read-out of the 
DFM’s phone call with Mark Bogoievski, Infratil.  

3rd October 2013 Submission and draft letter to Infratil sent from Graeme Dickson 
to DFM.  

7th October 2013 Letter sent from DFM to Mark Bogoievski,  
 Kellee Clark and Paul Newfield of H.R.L Morrison.  

8th October 2013 Letter to DFM from Mark Bogoievski on behalf of Infratil. 
9th October 2013 Email from Graeme Dickson to DFM which includes a link to the 

announcement from the Infratil Board.  
5th November 
2013 

Email from Graeme Dickson to Sharon Fairweather and John 
Nicholls updating them on his call with Steve Fitzgerald, H.R.L 
Morrison and Co. 

6th November 
2013 

Email from Steve Fitzgerald, H.R.L Morrison and Co to Sharon 
Fairweather.  

7th November 
2013 

Meeting between Graeme Dickson and Steve Fitzgerald, H.R.L 
Morrison and Co. 

7th November 
2013 

Email from Graeme Dickson to John Nicholls providing a read-
out from Graeme’s meeting with Steve Fitzgrald, H.R.L Morrison 
and Co. 

15th November 
2013 

Sharon Fairweather provided a note of her phone call with Steve 
Fitzgerald, H.R.L Morrison and Co. 

21st November 
2013 

Email from Sharon Fairweather to the DFM setting out the key 
points of the agreement between SG and Infratil.  
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